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Abstract 
This thesis presents one possible design solution for a Web agent which reduces idionna- 
tion ovedoad for Web users by autonomoudy retrieving documents that the user is inter- 
ested in- The document pmvides a bnef primer on software agents, presents a design 
solution for an unique modd for aPezs0nal Adaptive Web (PAw) Agent, and simulates 
the individuai cornponents of the modd 

The agent primer defines what a software agent is, identifies some on-line references to 
software agents, defines the scope of agent based applications, ncommends an agent tax- 
onomy system, aad conclides with opinions on the social implications of new technology. 

The PAW agent is a personal assistant wbich lcams M e n n t  categories of Web documents 
that the user is interestecl in, then fia& and suggests new similar documents to the user. 
Similar document vector xepresentations and Inverse Document Fnqaency Weight 
(IDFW) techniques are employed as h other I a f o d o n  Retrievai Agents. However, this 
approach is otherwise quite new and produces an agent that is much more autonornous 
than the others. In f a  the oniy piece of information that must be suppiied to the agent is 
the number of categories that the user would like to establish. 

The PAW agent perfonns seven subtasks to achieve its goal. It (i) monitors the user while 
she is browsing the Web, (ii) d e t e d e s  the relevant documents that the user visits, (iü) 
textually analyses the relevant documents to obtain document vectors using a modified 
form of the IDFW technique, (iv) classifies the document vectors into categories using 
unsupe~sed competitive leamhg, (v) scans the Web for similm documents, (vi) classi- 
fies the new document vectors using the uained neural network, and (Mi) decides whether 
the new documents shouid be r e f e d  to the user. 

L accomplishing the above seven subtasks. a ceal-time database, an automatic text analy- 
sis technique, competitive leaming network, and a fuzy iaference system are incorpo- 
rated into the PAW agent. These components are simulateci independently in order to 
ver@ the design of the individuai components. 
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"Engineernig hem is the collisio~ of art & science. It 's Imaguteeriitg." 

-BRAN FERREN 

The 'Ccreators" of ARPAnet could never have foreseen that their US military research 
project begun in the late 1960's would have given biah to the cumnt IT phenornena 
known as the Intemet The text based 'betwork of networks" has quickly procreated as 
well. The new offspring is known as the World WI& Web 0. This is a relatively 
new Intemet application introduced in 1990. A WWW evolutionary jump tmk place in 
1993 with Mosaic which is a graphical Web browsing tool which enhanced the text based 
browsing. Netscape, Intemet Explorer, and several other browsers have corne into exist- 
ence since 1993 which together with network programming languages such as Java, can 
publish text, graphics, sound, and interactive applets on the W W .  

The users of the Internet and especially of the WWW are growing exponentiaily. Some 
estimates report that there are 35 million people on-liw and that there will be a biilion 
users by the end of the century. Unlüre the users of tbe radio and television era, the 
WWW users are not passive entities. They are not only consumers of information but 
they are also producers. Thus, the WWW is historically the largest and fastest medium 
for publishing Uiformation ever conceived. Given mch a large pool of information pro- 
viders, it is not difücult to imagine that a typical user wili be ovemhelmed with the vast 
amount of data on the WWW. 
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The on-line explosion bas aeated an enormous Monnation Resource System. But a side 
effect is that it has given rise to two iaherent problems with iafonnation systems. The 
first problem is information ovedoad. This refers to the large amount of information 
present, and the new information king added constmtLy on the Web, with the result that a 
user can not sift through and interpret a l i  the iofonriation. For instance, when a query is 
made and 400,000 enteries are zebieved, the user is expected to traverse through the links 
and nested h k s  to find the desireci material. 

The second problem is information recall. This problem addresses the level of accuracy 
and compteteness of the information that the user retrieves h m  a quezy on a particular 
topic. For instance, when a query is made, the user can not be certain that all of the infor- 
mation retrieveci is relevant and even if it is, the user can not be certain that the retneved 
material is ai i  that is available on the topic. 

Presently, there is no complete solution for either problem. However, improvements are 
being made which help users cope with these probIems. 

13 Solutions 

In order to navigate the WWW more efficiently, there are many search engines available. 
These are reference sites which try to map the contents of the WWW. Given one or more 
query terms, they mail websites cataloguecl within their database which match those 
temis. Most of the search engines use spiders and crawlers to pefiodicaily navigate the 
Web and catalogue theu findings. The nader is referred to (Cheoag, 1996), for mon 
information on these topics. 

Another popular solution to deal with information overload and recaLi are personal 
homepages. These are analogous to newspapers because someone else gathers the infor- 
mation in a manageable format. However, udike newspapers, the user can customize 
these personal pages. This appmach is  a complementaq solution to the search engine. 

Other complementary solutions are personal Web agents. These agents wiIl be explained 
in detail in Chapter 2. At this t h e ,  it is sufiïcient to Say that they are software pmgrams 
too which the user delegates tasks, in order to reduce her information overload. 
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In the future, the above three compIementary soIutions dong with other solutions wili 
help ease the burdm of infimation over1oad and d for the user. 

1.4 Thesis Design h b l e m  

This thesis pmvides one possiblt solution for the design of a Personal Adaptive Web 
(PAW) agent which helps duce the iaforrnation overIoad for its usec The agents' &le- 
gated ta& should be to &termine which types of documents its user is inte~sted in then 
be able to a d  and suggest new similar documents. The design should result in an agent 
that is autonomous, personalizable to a single user, and adaptive. 

The remainder of the thesis is orgSlILiZed as foilows. Chapter 2 is a bnef background on 
hierarchical colored Petri nets, fuay logic, amficial neural networks. automatic text anal- 
ysis, and software agents. Chapters 3 and 4 pnsent the PAW agent mode1 and simulation 
respectively. Chapter 5 presents the conclusions and recommendations. Fmally, Appen- 
dices D, E. and F pnsent related topics on the Scope for Agent Implementation, Taxon- 
omy Systems for Agents, and Social Implications of New Technologies respectively. 



Vknow what it does but 1 don 't k m  what it will utrdo! " 

-NIEL POSTMAN 

This chapter provides a bnef background on the topics of bierazchical colored Petri nets, 
hizzy sets, artificial neural networks, automatic text anaiysis, addresses the question: 
What is an Agent? and lists on-lim references to existhg software agents. For more 
details, the reader may nfer to the suggested referwces and Appendices D, E, and F. 
Appendk D emphasizes the wide scope of agent-oriented applications, by suggesting how 
agents be applied to an educatioa system. Appendix E presents some initiai thoughts for a 
taxonomy of agents. Finaily, Appendix F comments on the social implications of new 
technology in generaL 

2.1 Hierarchicai Colored PeM Nets (HCPN) 

Petri nets are models that can represent very general discrete event systems. They were 
developed by C.A. Petri in the early l%û's. The Petri net is a deviœ that manipulates 
events according to certain des. The type of Petri nets used in the thesis are the HCPN. 
The HCPN mode1 is an enhanced version of the original Petri net. This dows very com- 
plex schemes to be represented h u g h  a hierarchicai format and is also able to convey 
more detailed information. 

In tbis section, a brief infonnal introduction to HCPN is given. Readers should refer to 
(Abouaissa et al., 1991; Jensen, 1992) for a more complete and formal enplanation. Like 
any Petri net, the HCPN inchdes a finite set of places, tokens, transitions, and arcs. The 
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/ 
output arc upressi-on 

I FIGURE 2.1. Coïored Petri Net Mdel. 

places represent the possib1e states of the system which are indicated by circles. The 
tokens r e p e n t  the data associated with each place which is indicami by s u d  dots. The 
transitions are events which are indicated by rectangies The arcs are indicaied by 
directed arrows which connect the places and transitions in the net The distn'bution of 
the tokens over the places is cNed a murking. The marking changes whenever a transi- 
tion fires. A transition can fue when each of its input places contains at least one token. 
After the transition fins, each input place loses one token and each output places gains 
one token. 

In the HCPN there are severai enhancements. Each place has three associated regions. 
The Nanze region is a string which identifies the place. The Color Set region indicates the 
type of tokens allowed in the place. The tokens c m  be complex data structures. The Ini- 
tial nu<rkïng mgion indicates the type and number of tokens at each place at the start of the 
simulation. 

There are also two regions associated with each transition. The Name regwn is a string 
which identifies the transition. The Guurd region prevents the transition h m  firing until 
the boolean expression (guard) with colors as terms is satisfied. By default, if there is no 
guard region then the transition fires when the input places have the required number and 
type of tokens. 

The arcs have associated expressions. The input arc expressions represent the tokens that 
will move from the input place to the transition. The output arc expressions represent the 
new token that is added into the output place. Figure 2.1 iüustnues a simple example of a 
CPN model. 
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Hierarchy is introdud in CPNs ia order to make large coiinplex modeïs casier to uader- 
stand. Transitions which are shadcd tepmsent the embedded hierarchy- These transitions 
are decompsed into subnets which are then shown sepamtely. 

This section introduces fozzy sets, membership fiuictions. 6iay measuns, and %then 
des.  For more detailed studies the reader may refer to (Pedryc2. 1995). Ciassical sets 
impose a binary membership whereas fozzy sets allow analog values of class 
membership. Consider, for instance, the foiiowing question: Is today hot? In classical or 
crisp set theory, the answer wodd be either yes (1) or no (O). However, the fuay set 
answer might be 0.5 which means that it is in betweea hot and not  ho^ 

A membership hurction is a curve that must Vary between O and 1. l t  is associated with a 
specific fuay set and maps an input value h m  the input space to its appropriate member- 
ship value. h set theory, a set A defined in X is represcnted completely by 
A : X+ {O, 1) suchthat, 

A fuzy set A dehed in X is characterized by its rnembership hction A : X + [O, 11 
where A(x) represents the degree of membership of x in the concept conveyed by A. 
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Fuzzy measures are operations which are perfomied on fuPy sets. In t h  thesis, only the 
possibility and necessity measurrs are iiseb These conceps are illustrated in Figure 22.  

Let A represent a hizzy set while X constiaites an input dahun. X and A are! de6ned on 
the same universe of discourse. The possibility mesure represents the degree to which X 
and A overiap and is given by 

The necessity rneasure represents the extent to which X is included in A and is given by 

A typical fuzy saen d e  might k of the foiiowing form: if (x is A) and (y is B) then (z 
is C) where A, B, and C are hguistic terms defiaed by fuzzy sets on the coftesponding 
input spaces X Y, and Z respectively. In f k z y  $then d e s ,  the premise is an interpreta- 
tion that rehuns a single real number in the range [OJ 1 while the conclusion is an assiga- 
ment that assigns the entire fuay set C to the output variable z. 



The if-then d e  is evaluated in t h e  steps. F i  the premise is evaluated which involves 
fiuz@ing the input statemetlts between O and 1. Second, the appr0pn:ate fuzy openuors 
are appiieà, in order to obtain a single real number in the range [O, 11. This is the degree of 
support for the de.  FinaUy, the pwious resuit is appiïed to the conclusion which is 
known as impiication. Thus. if the pnmise is ûue to some degree then the conclusion is 
also tme to that same degree. One of the most common implication methods is the min 
fiinction which modifies the output f imy  set using tnincation. 

In general, there aze severai if-then des. Thus. the output fiizy sets for each d e  are 
aggregated into a single output variable usuaiiy rising the max function. E d y ,  the d t -  
ing fuzy set is defuzified usually using the centroid function, in order to obtain a singie 
real number in the range [O, 11. 

This section briefly introduces artificial neural netwotks (ANN) and cornpetitive 
leaming. For more detailed studies, the reader may refer to (Haykin, 1994). 

An ANN is an information pmcessing machine. It is loosely based on the way the biolog- 
ical nervous system such as the human brain processes infotmation. ANNs are increas- 
ingly king used to solve real world problems which do not have algorithmic solutions or 
where the algorithmic solution is complex. An ANN is composed of a large number of 
neurons (processhg elements) that are interco~ected. The neurons and their intercon- 
nections are configured to solve specific applications in pattern recognition and data com- 
pression using a learning process. The ANN learns by example by repeatecliy adjusting 
the strengths of the interconnections between the neurolls. 

An ANN viewed as an adaptive machine is a massively paraiiel distributeci processor that 
has a na& propensity for storing experimental knowledge and making it available for 
use. It tesembles the brain in two respects. Fit, knowledge is acquired by the network 
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through a learning p~ness.  Second, intemeumn comection strengths known as synaptic 
weights are used to store the knowledge. 

FIGURE 2.3. Nonllnear mode1 of a nenron. 

- . .  

Activation 
tùnction 

A neuron is an information pmcessing element with three basic elements as shown in Fig- 
ure 2.3. The first element is a set of synapses. Each synapse is a comection between an 
input and a neuron, and has an associated synaptic weight. The second element is an 
adder, which sums the input signals, multiplieci by their respective synaptic weights. The 
last element is an activation fuaction tp (-) which is used to lirnit the output of the 

neuron. A neuroa k can be represented as 

Output 
b Yk 

"k + 

where x l ,  x2, . . . , x are input signals, wk l, wkZ' . , wkP are synaptic weights, and 
P 

Q(") 

i 

Bk is a threshold value. 
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Competitive leacoing is employed to cluster a set of input pancms without supervision. 
The neurons in the competitive layer leam to recognïze differeat regions of the input 
space where input vectors occur. The ANN has a single layer of output nemm which are 
fully connecteci to the hput nodes. AU the nemns compete with each other to win the 
cornpetition for a given input vector. A n e m n  wins if it has the Iargest internai activity, 
ub for a specinc input pattern amnig al1 the othet neurons. The winning neurons' output 
is set to 1 whiie aii the netuon outputs are set to O. The winning n e m n  leanis by moving 
its weight vector in the direction of the input vector, while the losing nemns do not leam 
on this input pattern. The standard competitive learning ruie, is given by 

2.4 Automatic Text Analysis 

This section brie0y introduces automatic text analysis and term weighting functions. For 
more informatioa on these topics, the reader may refer to (Salton, 1982). The automatic 
text analysis process involves the assignment of index te- to a collection of documents 
for the purpose of classQhg the documents. The process involves the foilowing steps. 
The nrSt step is to ident8y al1 the individual words within the document collection. The 
next step is to eliminate all the high fkquency words since they are poor discriminators 
and are not by thexnselves usefiil in identifying document content. In English, there are 
about 250 common words that have this high fnquency characteristic and are usuaiiy a 
part of a stop Iist. After the stop words are eliminated, the suffixes of the remaining words 
can be removed. This reduces the original words to oniy their word stems. wth the use 
of the stems as index temis then? are potentially more relevant items that can be 
identified. For more information on suffix removaï algorithms, the mder is referred to 
(Salton, 1982; Salton, 1968). The next step is to assign to each of the remaining words a 
weight value, reflecting its importance for content identification purposes, as discussed in 
the next subsection. The index tenns with sutnciently high weight values cm be assigned 
to the documents of the coilection with a binary index mode. Thus an index term that 
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Background 

occurs in a document is assigned a value of 1 and O othecwise. For each document, a dm- 
umentvectorisczeatedas Di = {d. ,d ..., dit) whereeachd.. isthebinaryvalue 11 i2' rJ 
assigDed to the jth identifier for d o c ~ m t  Di and t repzesents the number of identiEiers. 

2.4.1 Term Wejghting FPnctions 

There aie several different term weighting fbnctions including the inverse document fk- 
quency weight (IDFW), the signai-noise ratio, and the term discrimioation value. The 
IDFW method is the only method descn'bed in this thesis: for the other methods the d e r  
is referred to (Salton, 1982). 

The IDFW assumes that the importance of the term is proportional to the frequency of 
each term k in each document i (represented as FREQ-3 aud invenely proportional to the 
total number of documents to which each tenn is assigned. The number of documents to 
wbch term k is assigned is called the document kquency D a ) .  A possible 
mesure of the IDFW is: 

WEIGHTik = FREQikx log2 (n) - log [ 2 

where n is the number of documents in the collection. The equation shows that the IDFW 
value in a given document iacreases as the fiecpency of the term increases but demases 
as the document fkquency increases. 

2.5 What is an agent? 

The term agent is rapidly becoming the term associated with network software appiica- 
tions and especially with WWW applications. It is interesting to speculate why so many 
software researchers and developers are using the term agent to refer to their products. 
The simple mswet is that most of them are following a trend to create a mystical and 
futuristic atmosphere for their products. An example of this S m r t  Magic is reporteci in 
(Dibble, 19%). A more andytical opinion which might be more enlightening has been 
expressed by (Foner, 1993): '2üre AI before if the fairly loose specincatioa of the mean- 
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hg of agent and the use of a word with a nontechnical maning in a technical way has 
bluned the boundaries and made the concept avaüable for appropriation." 

Actudy, the word agent means different things to different people in dinerent S ~ M ~ ~ O O S -  

This seems to coincide with (Russell, 1995): 'The notion of an agent is meant to k a tmi 
for analyshg systems, not aa absoiute characterizatzon that divides the world into agents 
and non-agents." 

1t may be wise for the industry to develop a SUtabIe dennition for the term agent One 
possible approach is to separate agents into mai-world agents (Le. most animais including 
humans), software agents ( i t .  which exist in computer operathg systems, databases, net- 
works, etc.), and artificial life (Le. artEcial biological enviro~unents in a computer sys- 
tem) as listed in (Franklin, 1996). Accordmg to FranklBi et al., characteristics that 
software programs should have in order to be caiIed agents are: 

i. king situated in and part of an environment 
2 the ability to sense its environment and act autonomously upon it 
3- independence of other entities supplying input or interpreting output 
4. acting in pursuit of its own agenda 
S. current action affects its later senshg 
6. acting continuously over some periad of the 

Their fonnal definition is then stated as: "An autonomous agent is a system within and a 
part of an environment that senses that enWonment and acts on it, over the,  in pursuit of 
its own agenda and so to effect what it senses in the firture." 

Franklin's definition yields a general supefclass for agents. If more requirements are 
specified then srnalier subgroups of agents cm k c r e a a  Additional terms which c m  be 
used include, but are not limited to, mobile, adaptive. persmal, and collaborative which 
m e r  define how and what the specific agent accomplishes. 

In cornparison, (Foner, 1993) states that the crucial notions surroundhg agents are: 

1. Autonomy: agent pursues an agenda independently of the user 
z Personalizability: agent leam about the user without expiicit programming 
r Discourse: a contract between the agent and user 
r Risk & trust: agent is delegated a ta& by the user which introduces a risk that it 

will do something m n g  dong with the trust that it wili do something right 
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r Domain: agent must have a domain which it is famüiar with 
a Gracefid degradation: it is better for an agent to accomplish some tasks rather 

then fail to do any tasks 

7. Cooperation: user and agent are treated as pers 
r Expectation: user's expectation of agent is important 

No matter how an agent is &fine& one hopes that they shouid be delegated tasks in order 
to assist users. The tash that they can be delegated ate practicaliy unlimited. They c m  
help hide compIexity of tasLs, perfom mundane routine tasks, educate the user, monitor 
events, collaborate with other users or agents, find information, serve as entertainers, and 
serve many other fimctions. 

From this inaoductory material, we am conclude thne things. Fit, an agent does not 
need to be a program. For instance, a robot can be an autonomous agent. Second, ail soft- 
ware agents are pmgrams but not aLi programs are agents. FiaUy, it may require some 
the ,  for the industry to settie on a robust definition of an agent. 

2.6 On-üne References for Software Agents 

Originaily, this section was intendeci to summarize and critique severai software agents 
aiready on-line on the wWW. However, since there is no single definition for an agent 
which is accepted by industry, it wouid not be appropriate to scrutinize the work of others 
based on subjective opinions and self-imposed definitions. Instead, several links to agent- 
related websites are presented. The reader is encouraged to explore these Links and decide 
on whether the programs they encounter are indeed agents. 

TABLE 2.1. OnJiw References for Software Agents 

1 

MuBot Description 

1 Tactical Picture Agent 1 www.itd.d~avycmiYONR/aci/agents.html 1 

I 

www~crysiaüz.co~ogicwarelrnubot,html 
The SodaBot Home Page 
The Software Agents Mailing List 
Brightware at a Glance 

1 Welcome to Autonomy Agentware 1 www.agentware.com/hdex~ htm 1 

www.ai~t~edu/peopIe/sodabot/sodabotthtml 
www.cs.umbc.edulagentslist/ 

www~brightwaretcomlsolutions/index.html 
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TABLE 2.1. On-llne Re@erenœs for Som*sir Agents 

1 Mïï Media Lab, Agents Group 1 agents.~~~cmediaJnit.edu/groups/agenW 1 

Name l Description 
Autonomous Agents '97 

Agents Coafetences Database 

Website 
~~~.dli'b.~om/events/confe~nces/agen~97f 
aa97.hbml 
Ics.wwwsisdiamit.edu/cgi-b'dconferenCe0 
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UMBC AgentWeb 
IBM Agent Building Environment 
Fire fly 

www.cs.umbc.edu/agentsl 
~~~.networking~'bmcom/i~agsofthtm 
www.firefly.com/ 



CHAPTER 3 PAWAgent Mode1 

"YOU don 't buüd it for yourself: You know w h t  the people want & you 
build it for them. " 

-WIALT DISNEY 

As stated earlier, the purpose of the Per- 
sonal Adapive Web (PAW) agent is to 
monitor it's Web user in order to leam the 
diffexent categories of Web documents 
that the user is interested in, then b d  and 
suggest aew similai: documents for the 
user. 

The agent lems the category of docu- 
ments that the user is interestecl in by 
employing a real-the database, text ana- 
lyser, competitive learning network, and 
fuzy infmnce system. The high level 
interaction between the user, the PAW 
agent, and the WWW is shown in Figure 
3.1. Fht ,  the user views Web documents 
using a bmwser. Second, the agent moni- 
tors and records this activity. Third, it 
learns the category of documents that the 
user is interested in and fin& new simiiar 
documents. Finaiiy, it suggats the new 
relevant documents to the user. 

FIGURE 3.1. B k k  dtPgrPm for the 
interaction beâween the user, agent, 
and www. 
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The PAW agent achieves its delegated task by pedonning the foilowing seven subtasks: 

1. Monitor the usa while she is browsing the Web 
2. Determine wbich of the Msited documents are devant 
3. Textuaiiy analyze these relevant documents and duce each into a document vector 
4. Ciassify the docullent vectors into categories using u~~sppervised competitive learning 
5. Scan the Web for new similar docpments 
6. Roduce document vectors for the new documents and classify them using the trained 

neural network 
7. Decide whether to suggest the new documents to the user 

The above sewn subtasks are pedormed by three dinerent components of the agent which 
are shown in Figure 3.2. 

Relevant üRL ceal-rime database 
Netuai document classifier 

0 Fuzzy inferencesystem 

1 FIGURE 3.2. Comwnents of the Agent 
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The first component is the rielevant ZIRL rr<f--tinir databoe which perfonos subtasks 1 
and 2. It rises a novel approach descri'bed in the next section to caldate the relevance 
value of the document and uses this value to determine how long its coamponding record 
remains in the database. 

The second component is the neurul docwnent chs@kr which perfomis subtasùs 3 to 6. 
It uses automatic text analysis and competitive leaming techniques which are discussed in 
the subsequent section. 

The thïrd component is  the- infemce system described in the subsequent section 
which performs subtask 7. It uses the d t s  from the previous component and two other 
criteria to decide whethet to reject the new document or suggest it to the user. 

3.1 Relevant URL Rd-Thne Database 

The purpose of this component is to monitor the user while she is browsing the Web and 
determine which of the visited documents an relevant. At this point in the development 
of the Agent, the portion of the softwate monitoring the user bas not been implemented. 
Instead, a hand crafted browsing activity file for the user is employed. Each record in the 
file is composed of thne fields: a URL (representiag the HTML document location), the 
month, and the date it was accessed The HCPN model that is developed is s h o w  in Fig- 
ure A. 1 in Appendix A. The database model is implemented using Borland C++ 3.1. The 
following subsections d e s c n i  the subcomponents of the database model. 

3.1.1 Building the Database 

The database is partiaily generated h m  the user's activity data me. Each unique UR' is 
assigned to a different record in the database. Each record contains the following fields: 
URL name, month, period,frequency array, and relevance. Most of the fields are seif- 
explanatory The period field is the length of the interval over which the relevance for the 
particular URL is calculated. Note that this penod is initially set to a default value (7 
days) but can change for later penods depending on the number of times the URL is vis- 
ited over the current period. This wili be explained in more detaii later. Thefrequency 
away elements represent the days of the currwt p e n d  For each day of the period that 
the URL is visiteci the appropriate elexnent in the amy is assigned a value of 1. Figure 3.3 
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and 3.4 show a typical user's actiMty data file (m this exampie the start of the pend is 
taken to k k 16) and tht associaîed database structurie (without the R computed at this 
point) that is cnated h it. The decomposed Petri Net for the Red File transition in the 
HCEW is shown in Figure A2 in Appendix A 

3.13 Caldating the Relevance 

The relevance is a normalized numerical value which iadicates the relevance of the URL 
in terms of its fkquency anay charactefistics (is. how often the document is accessed 
over the period). In the devance caicuiation, the nmnber of visits during the period and 
the distriiution of the visits are both taken into consideration, 

http:\\www.ee.umanitoba.ca 
http:\\www mediamit.edu 
http:\\www..ee.umanitoba.ca\-irnran 
http:\\www. yeiiow.com 
http:\\www.mts.com 
http:\\www.ee.-toba.ca\-imrm 
http :\\wwv.mts .corn 
Ittp:\\wwwcmts .corn 
mttp:\\wwwsc.umanitobaf a 
http:\\www=.umanitobaca\-imran 
http:\\www.ee.urnanitobaca\-imran 
http :\\unmu. yelio w.com 
http:\\www.mts.corn 
http:\\www.ee.umanitobaca 
http:\\www.ee.umanitobaca 
http:\\wwwyeliow.com 
http:\\wwwe.umanitobaca\-imran 
http:\\wwwsc.umanitoba.ca 
http:\\www.media.mit.edu 
hap:\\www.ee.umsuiitobaca\-imran 

Dec 16 
Dec 16 
Dec 16 
Dec 17 
Dec 18 
Dec 18 
Dec &Sr 
Dec 19 
Dec 19 
Dec 19 
Dec 20 
Dec 20 
Dec 20 
Dec 20 
Dec 21 
Dec 21 
Dec 21 
Dec 22 
Dec 22 
Dec 22 
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FIGURE 3.4. Associateci database generated hom test data Ble. 

The aigorithm to calculate the relevance for each record (HTML document) is as foiiows. 
The relevance is calculateci in log2P stages where P is the period over which the relevance 
is to be computed In each stage the period is subdivided into ~gions cded bins. In the 
first stage, the bin size is P and in subsequent stages the bin size is reduced by one haif its 
previous value. Thus in the last stage, the bin size wiiî be either two or three depending 
on whether the value of P was even or odd respectively. In the above calcuiations oniy the 
integer part of the aDswers are useci. 

For the h t  stage, the partial relevance contributed h m  this stage is simply the total 
number of visits in the perïod. For each remaining stage, the partial relevance contriiu- 
tion is computed as foilows. Staaing h m  the leftmost bin until the 1st bin is reached, 
adjacent bins are compared. The cornparison involves multiplying the number of visits in 
the left bin interval by those in the right bin interval. This value is then added to the com- 
parison of the next two adjacent bias and so on until the last adjacent pair bins are 

. - - ------ 
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reached Before this accumulated smn is added to the other partial relevance values h m  
the other stages, it is moltiplied by a weighting f~tor.  The weighthg factor bas the effect 
of placing the most importance on the partial resuit h m  the nrSt stage and geometrically 
reducing the importance for each sabsaquent stage. This weighting factor is given by 

AAer the relevance is aggregated h m  the weighted sums of the log2P stages. it is normal- 
ized by the value of perfect devance. Perfect relevance is the relevance value which is 
computed for a hypothetical document that is visited each &y of the perioâ, i.e. the maxi- 
mum relevance value. From this point on, the normaüzed relevance value wiU simply be 
referred to as the relevance. Figure 3.5 shows the sampIe relevance caldations for the 
h t  three documents in Figure 3.4. Note that the f'irst mw in Figure 3.5 reptesents the 
perfect relevance hquency anay characteristics. The decomposeà Petri net for the Cal- 
culate R transition in the HCPN is shown in Figm A.3 in Appeadix A. 

- Stage 1 bin 

Stage 2 bins 

FIGURE 3.5. Sample relevance dcuiations. 
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FIGURE 3.6. Fuzzy sets for celevance. 

3.13 Updating the Length of the Perlod 

M e r  the relevance is calculatecl, we want to &termine whether the pend over which it is 
calcuiated needs to be m d e d  for the next inte~ai. To determine this, a period perforxn- 
ance mesure is calcuiated using the relevance value and three fwzy sets. The triangular 
membrship fiuictions representing low, medium, and high devance fozzy sets are shown 
in Figure 3.6. The relevance value, R, is wd to mate a step fhction which is also illus- 
trated in Figure 3.6 and is defineci as 

U(Rel)  = { 1 , O I R e l S R  

O, elsewhere 

The fuzy sets can be grouped into three regions. The relevance value, R, defmes the 
boundaries as foiiows 

The period performance measpre (PPM) is then deheà as 

PPM = PPMI + PPM2 + PPM3 
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where (note that L, and H refer to MW, h, and Mai-& nspectively) 

= m a X ~ e l  E u f i  [O, M] [l -Nec(U(Rel), L(ReC)) ,  P o s s ( U ( R e l ) , M ( R e l ) ) ]  

The period is now modined accordhg to the following guidelines. 

1 If O S PPMl S - then reduce P to the minimum value 
2 

1 1 If - c PPML 5 1 & M  ' L ~ ~  ( R )  c O then decrease P by - 
2 5 

These guidelines are shown as shaded regions in Figure 3.6. In order to conml the size of 
the database, those documents that fall hto the first guideline twice in a row (i.e. coasecu- 
tive periods), are rernoved h m  the database because they are irrelevant The decomposed 
Petri nets for the thne MOdifY Px transitions in the HCPN are shown in Figure A.4 in 
Appendix A. 

3.1.4 Awdt the next Period 

Mer any necessary modification to the period has ken made for each HTML document 
record, the mode1 waits until the end of the aext p e n d  at which the .  the entire cycle of 



events are repeated. The decomposed Petri net far the Wait transition in the HCPN is 
shown in Figure AS in Appendur A. Note that the Wdt subnet is basicaily the Richter 
Chime clwk 

3.2 N e d  hument  Chmifier 
The purpose of tbis component is nrst to textuaily anaiyse the relevant docmnts  and 
reduce them into document vectors. Seconci, to scan the Web for new documents and pro- 
duce their document vectors. Fmally, to classifjr the relevant document vectors into cate- 
gories using unsupe~sed competitive leamiiig, and then to classify the new document 
vectors using the traioed neural network. The foiIowing subsections describe the sub- 
components of the neurai document classifier. 

3.2.1 Generatuig Relevant h a m e n t  Véctors 

The purpose of this sub-component is to determine a limited set of index ternis found 
fiom within ail  the relevant documents which best represent the whole document 
collection. The Web documents are aaalysed textuaily one at a tirne, For each document, 
its words are compared to a stoplist. The stoplist is a collection of the most frequent 
words used in the Engiish language. The words that are shorter then three characters or 
bave a match in the stoplist are discarded since they do not help distinguish among differ- 
ent documents. The remaining words are recorded in a database and monitored to deter- 
mine how many times they occur in each document and within the whole document col- 
lection. Afkr aU the words in the document collection have been statisticaüy recordeci, 
each word is assigneci a weight according to the modifieci hverse Document Frequency 
Weight (IDFW) methodg The formula for the modified IDFW is 

logp(n) - log 
2 

- - - - - - - 
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DOCFREQk is the number of documents to which temi k is assigneci 

n is the number of documents in the collection 

CL if F m i k  = 1 

The formula for the IDFW is modified h m  the original equation in order to prevent a sin- 
gle term obtaining a high IDFW value. An example of a situation which can give rise to a 
high IDFW value is as follows. A word is found in only one of the documents in the 
entire collection, however it axws in that document many tirnes, thus resulting in a large 
IDFW vaiue. In order to avoid this situation, the coefficient is limited to a maximum 
value of 2.5 as indicated in the modifiecl IDFW equaîion. 

The words with the highest IDFW values are selected as the index te- to represent the 
coiiection of documents. The finai step is to use ody the index terms to extract the docu- 
ment vectors hom the database to mate the input vectors for the ANN stage. 

The C program to generate the relevant document vectors is caiied train-c which is dis- 
cussed next. 

3.2.1.1 Data Structures 

There are three main data structures. The b t  structure is for the stop iist which is 
accessed through an array of strings. Each element in the array is for a word in the stop 
iist. The second structure is for the training database which stores the statistical informa- 
tion about the words in the document collection. The database has a record for each indi- 
vidual word that is not found in the stop iist and is Iarger then two characters. It is 
implemented using a singly linked list. Each element of the list has a data component and 
a link to the next element. The data component has five m e r  fields al1 related to a sin- 
gle term: the name of the term, an array to record the frequency of the term in each docu- 
ment, the total frequency of the terni, an array to record the IDFW of the term in each 
document, and the aggregate IDFW value. The third structure is an array of type List ele- 



mmr which contains oaiy those records h m  the database which coaespond to the index 
terms. The index terms are the words with the highest IDFW value, and are used to cepre- 
sent the entue docornent coiiection. 

The program accesses one input file cded *opl.d<it which coniains the stop list words, 
and is shown in Figure B.l in Appendix B. Ln addition. them are three data files generated 
by this program. The first file caiied m.& contains the names of the train data fiies 
that are analysed. The second file d e d  tem&t contains the index terms selected by 
the program. The Iast me d e d  mietdat contains the binary document vectors for the 
ANN training data set. 

The flowchart for the operation of the trainx program is shown in Figure 3.7. The stop 
list words are read hto their &ta structure and the output files are initialized. For each 
training document, ail the words are c o m p d  to the stop Iist If the words are not found 
in the stop list and are longer than two characters, then the database is updated. The 
update occurs in one of two ways. If the word is not in the database, a new element is cre- 
ated for it Otherwise, the word already eus& in the database, in which case the fie- 
quency counters are incremented. 

After ali  the words in the curreut document are analyseci, the name of the Ne is appended 
to the names.& file. Now the next document is anaiysed as before until aii the docu- 
ments are finished. The next step is to calculate the IDFW for each word and then select 
the words with the highest IDFW values as the index terms. The index tenn names are 
then written to the tenns.dat file. 
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Close train document e 

1 Rlnt index terms to file 1 

FIGURE 3.7. Flowchart for the operation of the trPin.c program. 



The next step is to write the A .  train data to the nnet.(Iat nle. A typicai ANN data set 
containhg the document vectors is shown in Figure 3.8. Each mw of the training dataset 
represents an individual document in which tbe columns have binary values for eadi of 
the index tem. A 1 indicates that a paRicular index terms is present while a O indicates 
that it is missing. Fmaüy, the output files are closed. 

FIGüRE 3.8. Ippid ANN data set. 

3.2.2 Generating New Document Vèctors 

The category names for the documents are used to query search engiws to ând new d m -  
ments that might be of interest to the user. The piirpose of this sub-component is to use 
the index terms to generate the document vectots for the newly retrieved documents. The 
new documents are anaiysed one at a the. For each document, it is determïned whether 
or not the index terms occur in the document. If the index term exists, then a 1 is recorded 
in the new database, otherwise a O is recorded. The finai step is to create the new docu- 
ment vectors h m  the database which is used to simulate the trained ANN. 

The C program to generate the document vectors for the newly retrieved documents is 
caiied test-c which is discussed next. 

3.2.2.1 Data Structures 

There are two main data structures that are used. The fîrst structure is for the index tenns 
which is accessed through an array of strings. The second structure is for the binary val- 
ued document vectors which is implemented as an array. Each element in the array is a 
record for a newly rrtrieved individuai document. The record itseIf is an array which has 



one element for each of the in&x terms. An integer value indicates the number of times 
the index term occurs in the document 

The program accesses one input fiîe cailed tents-dot which contaiiis the index te- gen- 
erated h m  the previous program Thue are aiso two data mes that are generated by this 
program. The first nk called nmnes2.&t con* the names of the newly retrieved docu- 
ment nles that are analysed. The second file cailed mtest2.ht contaias the binary docu- 
ment vectors for the new document collection. 

The flowchart for the operation of the testc program is shown in Figure 3.9. The fint 
action is to initialize the new document coiiection database. This involves setting aü the 
counters to O for each of the new documents, Next, the index terms are read into the index 
term anay and the output files are initialued. For each of the new documents, aii of their 
words are compand to the index tem. If a word is the same as an index term, the corre- 
sponding counter of that index term is inciemented. 

After ai l  the words in the cunent document are anaiysed, the name of the H e  is appended 
to the mesZ.&t nle. Now the next document is anaiysed as before until aii the docu- 
ments are completed. The next step is to wrîte the document vectors to the nntest2.dat 
Ne. F i d y ,  the output mes are closed. 
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I - I 

I Read w o d  1 
I 

( Star -  q Closeoutputfiles 14 Rint ANN aaio data to file ûnished? (e- 
FIGURE 3.9. Fiowciuut for the opecation of the tes&c p m g u a  

3.2.3 Classifging Doeament Vectors 

The purpose of this sub-component is to train an ANN to classifL sh ocument vec- 
tors &O-the same class usinga competitive network architechue-and competitive leaming 
algorithm. The competitive network is aained using the devant document vectors gener- 
ated h m  the first stage. Thus, the neurws in the layer lem to npresent different regions 
of the input space where input vectors occut After the network is trained, it is sùnulated 
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using the document vectors h m  the newly rrtgeved documents. The network can now 
classify the new document vectors into classes accordhg to its learned categories. 

The MATLAB pmgram to simulate the ANN is cailed simulate-m which is descn'bed next. 

3.2.3.1 Competitive Cearning Afchifectare 

The competitive learning architezture is shown in Figure 3.10. The illustration shows that 
them are R inputs and S neucons The net input of a competitive layer is computed by 
Snding the negative distance between the input vector aad the weight vectors and then 
adding the biases. The competitive m e r  fimction receives the net input vector h m  
the layer and returns the output vector of the nemon. AU nemm have an output of O 
expect for the winner neuron which has a value of 1. The Mnner n e m n  is the one with 
the highest net input. The competitive network is then trained by updathg only the 
weights of the winning neuroa, to be even closer to the input vector. This resuits in the 
winner king more likely to win the cornpetition the next time a similar input vector is 
presenteà, and less Lürely to win when a si@cantly different input vector is 
presented The ideal number of n e m m  in the ANN depends on the number of different 
classes that the data represents, which is information supplied by the user. 

Sxl 

FIGURE 3.10. Architecture of the Competitive netnork 

3.23.2 Data Structures 

There are four main vanables used. The fhst is matOx P which contains the training vec- 
tors. Each colurnn represents an individual training document vector. The second is 
matrix W which contains the weights for the interconnections between the neurons. The 
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next variable rp (training parameters) is a vector which contains the display ûquency, 
maximum epochs, and leaming rate parameters. The 1 s t  set of vari&Ies are the testîng 
vectors, p, where x e n . 

The flowcban for the operation of the siimcbtem pmgrarn is shown in Figure 3.11. The 
6rst step is to load the relevant document vectors into variable P. The next step is to hi- 
tiaiize the weights for the nemns. This is followed by trainhg the ANN ming the corn- 
petitive algorithm. The trained ANN is then simuiated using the new documents. The 
ANN then classifies the new vectors into the Werent classes. 

Load train vectors into P - 
1 FIGURE 3.11. Fbwchnrt for the operation of the simukte.m program. 

3 3  Fuzzy Inference System 

The purpose of the fuzzy con~l ler  is to determine whether the document retrieved by the 
Web agent should be refemd to the user or rejected. The FIS makes a decision using 
three criteria. The fmt is Certainty which represents the level of belief by the agent that 
the retrieved iaformatiion is important. This criteria would k provided by the ANN stage 
after the new retrieved document is temially analysed and then passed through the trained 
ANN. However, at this stage of the agent development, the particular measw has not 
been decided upon. There are three different levels of Certainty: Low, Md, and High. 



Simiiarly, there are two different levels of Quey caspal and Iniportant. The nnal criteria 
is Responses which represents the number ofmponses that the user has requested. There 
are three different levels of Respo~ex Few, Average, and Many. The 1st two critena are 
supplied by the user whw the Reaieval proces is initiated. 

The Fuzzy conhroiier uses these criteria to deamine whether to refer the retrieved docu- 
ment to the user or reject it. Table 3.1 shows how the criteria are used to influence the 
resdt of the F u y  controiIer. 

TABLE 3.1. Fiuzg wntiollet t ~ t h  table. 

a. The "*" represents don? care canditioa 

Average 1 1 Reject 1 

RESPONSES . * 

M a y  1 1 Refer 1 
Few 1 1 Reject ( 

then 

Average 1 1 Refer 1 

ACTION 

Reject 

* 1 1 Refer 1 
Few 1 1 Reject 1 
Average 1 1 Reject 1 

Few 1 1 ~ e j k t  1 
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CHAPTEn 4 PAWAgat S i e m  
and Results 

'Yi's khd of- to do the impossible." 

-W&T DISNEY 

The PAW agent mode1 d e s c n i  in the previous chapter which indudes the relevant URL 
red-time database, neural document classifier, and the fuzy inference system are eacb 
simuiated independently in this chapter. 

4.1 Relevant URL Rd-Time Database 
The program for the database is simulated using a user activity test file similar to that 
shown in Figure 3.3. Several simulations are carrieâ out for dinerent parameter values as 
discussed below. 

The first simulation involves executing the program with the foilowing characteristics for 
the three relevance fuuy sets. Refer to Figure 3.6 for the interpretations of the 
parameters. The parameters are a d .  15, &0.25.00.5, dd.6, and -1. Five diaerent tri- 
ais of the program were executed with these parameters whiïe varying the pend h m  7 
days to L 1 days. 

The graph in Figure 4.1 shows that as the initial P (pend) value is increased, the change 
in the modification of the new p e n d  inmases in the negative direction. When the initial 
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FIGURE 4.1. R d t s  of Simulation # 1. 

P increases, it decreases R (relevance) which causes the PPM to fa11 into the k t  two PPM 
guidelines. Thus the next P values are decreased. 

4.1.2 Simulation # 2 

The second simulation involves executing the program with the foilowing characteristics 
for the three relevance fuzzy sets. Again refer to Figure 3.6 for the interpretations of the 
parameters. The parameters are a=û.25, M . 3 ,  d . 6 .  dd.7, and -1. This tirne the rele- 
vance hiuy set have ken shifted to the right slightly. Five different trials of the program 
were executed with these parameters whüe v-g the pend h m  7 days to 11 days. 

The graph in Figure 4.2 again shows that as the initial P value is increased, the change in 
the modification of P increases in the negative direction. The three f u z y  sets in this sim- 
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Initial P vs. increase in modtfied P 

Changehim0d.P 

m Initial P 
7 8 9 10 11 

E'IGURE 4.2. Resuïts OC Simulation # 2. 

dation are shifted to the right, thus there are more chances that guidelines 1 and 2 are met 
then guidelines 3 and 4 which results in more chances for the next period to decrease then 
increase. 

4.13 Simulation # 3 

The third simulation involves executing the program with the foiiowing chatacteristics for 
the thne relevance hizzy sets. Refer to Figure 3.6 for the interpretations of the 
parameters. The parameters are a4.35, b=û.4,c=û.S, d4.55, and c l .  This tirne the rd- 
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FIGURE 43. Results of Simulation # 3. 

evance fuzzy sets Low and High have been stretched whiie fozy set Med has been 
compressed. Five different triais of the p m p m  were executed with these parameters 
while varying the period from 7 days to 11 days. 

The graph in Figure 4.3 shows that as the initial P value is increased, the change in the 
modification of P increases in the negative direction. The low and high fuzzy sets in this 
simulation have been expanded while cornpressing the med fiiuy set. This time the range 
for ail five of the guidelines have been increased. 

- - 
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4.1.4 Observations 

From the above three experiwnts, we notice that the degree to which P is modined 
depends on both the initial value of P and the charecteristics of the foPy sets. However, 
the relevance calcuiations are omaffected by the changes in the characteristics of the fbny 
set as expected. In gened, as the initial values of the periods increase, the relevance val- 
ues decrease. The d t s  of the three simulations are summarized in Table 4.1, 

Fmm the d t s  of the experiments, the coastruction of the fuzy sets, and the perioâ per- 
formance measurr (PPM), the foiiowing general observation can be made. If the Law 
fuzzy set is cornpresseci while the Md and High fbzzy sets are expanded then the overaii 
incrase in the modification of the pend wil l  be maximi&. On the other hand, if the 
Low fuuy set is expanded while the Med and High fuzy sets are cornpresseci then the 
overall increase in the mdcat ion  of the penod wiil be minhïzed. 

TABLE 4.1. Resuits of the Simuiatiom 

4.2 Nemai Document Classifier 

Initial P 
7 

The purpose of  the simulation is to train a cornpetitive network with seven neurons to 
classify documents h m  aven different caregories using eighty training document vec- 
tors* 

43.1 ltainiag Data Simulation 

ModifledPs 
for the 6 Docs 
7 7 9 7 7 7  

The trahc program is executed using a standard stop list obtained h m  (Rijsbergen, 
1979) wîth ody the foiiowing additional words inserted: copyright, image, rights, and 
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Modüiedh 
for the 6 Docs 
7 7 9 7 8 7  

M i d i i d  Ps 
for the 6 h 
7 7 9 7 7 7  

Relevance values for 
the 6 Docs 
.19 -31 -81 .15.31 .31 



reserved. These words are added to the stop k t  because t h y  are some of the most fÎe- 
quentiy used words associateci with Web documents and do not help dinerentiate the doc- 
ument content The program is exectlted on seventy documents with the maximum 
number of index terms set to eighty. The training documents that are selected and the 
results obtained are discussed below. 

4.2.1.1 Relevant DocPment colleCaon 

Documents h m  seven dinmnt topics each with ten sarnples are used as the relevant doc- 
ument coliection. AI1 the documents were taken h m  the WWW and saved as text files 
with no editing performeà on them, Winston a i p  racing documents were taken k m  the 
Wmton Cup ûniine website located at hrip:lSvww-w8istoncupanIine.com/. Movie 
review documents were taken h m  the MOVLEWEB website located at htp,%hnov- 
ieweb.cod The home family medicine documents were taken from the Canadian Medi- 
cal Association website located at http:/--cd The modem aücraft statistic 
documents were taken h m  the US Air Force Museum located at www.wpafb.@miU 
museum. The 1996 Olympic games documents were taken h m  the CNN - The Atlanta 
Olympic Games website located at h#p://cnncum/SPORWOLWICSL Finaily, the 
music group and software agent documents were taken M m  various other websites. 

The program generates the names.&t, t e m h t ,  and met.& Mes. The f h t  file records 
the seventy mes which are processed dong with their names. The second file records the 
top eighty words that are selected as the index tem.  The 1 s t  nle records the binary dm- 
ument vectors used for training the ANN. Each row is for an individual training docu- 
ment vector while the columns represent the index terms. 

4.2.2 Testiiig Data Simuiation 

The test.c program is executed using the terms.dizt and nnet.&t nles generated Born the 
previous program, The testhg documents that an selected and the results obtained are 
discussed below. 

4.2.2.1 New Test Data Document Collection 
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The new test document collection is garbered oshg the EXCITE (mi) search engine to 
coiiect ten documents for each of the seven topics. The category names an used as que- 
ries for the seamh engine to cetneve the new documents- 

The program generates the ~nies2.dai and nntest2.&t files. The first nle records the sev- 
enty Mes that are processed dong with tûeir names. The second 6ie mords the binary 
ma& used for testmg the competitive network. Each row is for an individuai test docu- 
ment vector whüe the colamns represent the index terms. 

The ANN program is executed ushg the train and test document vectors generated h m  
the previous two programs. The independent parameters are sa as follows: learning rate 
(ir) is 0.0 1, maximum number of epochs (me) is 4000, and the frequency of progress dis- 
play (df) is 1000. 

4.2.3.1 Resalts of Simulation 

The MAILAB screen output for the program indicates the update status of the training 
after every lûûû epochs. After the network is trained, the original training data and the 
new test document vectors are presented to it one at a time. The program then displays 
the class to which the vectors belongs. 

Table 4.2 and Figure 4.4 show the d t s  produced by simulating the trained network with 
the original training data and the new test data. In order to evaluate the trained network in 
categorizing new documents, an a c c m y  measure is defined as 

- - -  - - - 
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where p is the number of categories, Cornai is the number of com~tly classified dom- 
ments in cl<w, w n g i  is the number ofmispIaced classes -nt in c h ,  and to* is 
the total number of documents in clwi. 

The above equation shows that the accuracy of a particular class depends not only on the 
number of documents that were comctly placed in the class but is also inversely propor- 
tionai to the aumber of misplaced documents. The overall accwacy of the system is the 
average of the individual class accuracy values. 

TABLE 4.2. ANN simuJaaOn d t s ,  

1 1) Wuiston Cup Racing 1 80% 1 10% 1 
1 2) Movie Reviews 1 93% 1 10% 1 
1 3) Music Groups 1 74% 

1 6) Software Agents 1 89% 1 100% 1 

4) Olympic Events 
5 )  Home F d y  Medicine 

1 7) Modem Aircraft Statistics 1 100% 1 87% 1 
1 O v e d  Accumcy 1 82% 1 80% 1 

lOOCVb 
40% 

FIGURE 4.4. Bac CM for ANN simulation runs. 

42% 
1 

50% 
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Figure 4.5 shows the 1e-g convergence for the new test data. The cornpetitive leam- 
ing algorithm starts off with a datively large o v d  accuracy e m  (29%) at 1000 epocs 
and becornes constant (2096) afkr 3000 epocs. 

I 
d r  Perœntage e m r  for new test &ta 
i =epocs 

29 

1 FïGüRE 45. Bar chart for learniag convergence. 

The purpose of the FIS simulation is to ve- whether the tnith table for the FIS presented 
in Table 3.1 is a nasonable design as the document acceptancelrejection coatroiier. 

All figures referenced in this section are appended in Appendix C. The FIS for the Web 
agent controiier is show in Figure C. 1. It shows that the FIS bas 3 inputs (CEIYTAZNTY, 
QUERY, and RESPONSES), 1 output (ACMON), and is composed of 11 d e s  which are 
represented by the black box. It also shows the Fuzzy operators wbich are a part of the 
FIS and the methods used. The only operator that is not used in the Web agent controiler 
is the "OR". The otber fields were modifiecl and experimented with to see which combi- 
nation gave the best resuits. After conducting, experiments with several combinations, 
the following choices were adoptecl. The AND methoci was "prod", IMPLICATION type 
was "min", AGGREGATION type was '"niax", and DEFUZZIFICATION was "centtoid". 

Each of the 3 inputs have a range in the interval [O, 101. Figure C.2a shows the tbree mem- 
bership functions for the CERTAINTY input using beil-shaped membership functions. 
Figure C.2b shows the 2 membership function for the QUERY input. Figure C . b  shows 
the 3 trapezoidal membership fimctions for the RESPONSES input. The output variable 
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also has a fange in the intemal [0,10]. Figure C.2d shows the 2 bianguIar membership 
functions for the ACïION output 

The 11 IF-THEN des  for the FIS sn shown in Figure C.3 and correspond to the des  
that were estabfished in Table 3.1. Figures C.4a and b show snapshots of the 11 d e s  of 
the FIS dong with the 6nd d t s  for c a ~ u ~ l  and aIportmit qyeries respectively while 
nxiog the CERTAINTY to incd and RESPONSES to merage. The d t s  of these two 
snapshots are consistent with the desired d t s .  

Figures CIQa and b show only one calcuiation at a time (Le. a mimview of the FIS). In 
order to see most of the output surface of the FIS, Figures C5  to 8 have been generated. 
These plots show the 3D and coarsponding 2D behaviour of the FIS for different input 
combinations. The ACTION output variable indicates whether the ntrieved document is 
to be refened to the user or rejectd If the value of ACI'ION is greater than or equal to 5 
then the documeat is referred, otherwise, it is rejected- Note that the ACI'ION output var- 
iable also indicates the degree to which the document is referred or rejected. 

Only 2 input variables and 1 output variable can be shown at one the. Thus the QUERY 
input is kept h e d  while the CERTAINTY and RESPONSES inputs are varied for each 
plot. Figures CSa and b show the 3D and 2D plots respectively for the case when the 
QUERY input is fixeci at a level of 2 (CCLSU~~). Similarly, Figures C.6a and b show the 3D 
and 2D plots respectively for the case when the QUERY input is fixed at a level of 4 (iess 
Casuul). Similady, Figure C.7a and b show the 3D and 2D plots respectively for the case 
when the QUERY input is nxed at a level of 6 (Important). Finally, Figures C.8a and b 
show the 3D and 2D plots respectively for the case when the QUERY input is fked at a 
level of 8 (more hporrant), 

4.3.2 Observations 

It is clear from the 3D and 2D plots of the FIS that the greater the level of CERT- 
and RESPONSES, the greater the chances that the ntrieved document is referred to the 
user. It is also clear that as the level of QUERY increases (Le. query is important) so does 
the chance that the document is referred. The results that are obtained are consistent with 
the design attriiutes of the individual input and output memkrship functions and the cor- 
responding nila. 

The FIS developed for the Web Agent is mitable for this application because it uses vague 
information obtained h m  the user together with the agent to malce an appropriate 
decision. It is worth noting that the form of the membership fpnctions and the d e s  can 
be easiiy adjusted to obtain diffezent characteristics for the FIS. 
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CHAOTER s CO~U:~EISW~~S and 

"Geta good idèa d ~ u y  with it. Dog it mid work at it until it's done, 
a d  done right. " 

-W&T DISNEY 

This thesis has presented a design of a Web agent which meets the requirements of king 
adaptive, personalizable, and able to h d  new documents which its user is interestecl. 
This is achieved by developing three component.: (i) a relevant URL real-time Database, 
(ii) a Neural document classifier, and (iü) a fuzzy inference system decision controller. 
The PAW agent is made adaptive (Le. is able to leam by monitoring its user) by ushg 
cornpetitive learnuig. It is made personalizabIe (Le. has the ability to tailor itseIf to its 
users preferences) by implementing a relevant URL teal-tirne database which monitors 
the user's activities. The agent accomplishes its delegated task using automatic text anal- 
ysis techniques and a fw;zy decision controiler. 

The first component uses concepts and techniques h m  funy logic to design a real-time 
database. It keeps track of the URLs that the user has visited in a given t h e  period and 
decides whether a particular URL should remai. in the database (because it is a relevant 
location for the user) orbe discarded (because it has becorne inelevant) using a relevancy 
measure. The simulations for the database indicated that the Period Performance Measure 
which was developed to determine if and for how long a URL rem- relevant produced 
satisfactory resuits. This h t  component was required as a preprocessing stage because it 
is necessary to separate the useless URLs h m  those that will be used to train the ANN in 
the second component. This component could possibly have been implemented without 
using fuvy Iogic. however the fuzzy measure allows meaningfid representations to be 



associated with its hction, which maices it easier to interpzet what it accompLishes. As 
well, the fuzzy measure can be easily moàified to give Mixent d t s  by changing the 
characteristics of the fuzzy sets. The mi-the database maLes it possïbIe to maintain 
manageable size for the database, and only relevant URLs are maintainai since the other 
URLs are removed afkr two consecutive periods of king irrelevant 

The second component uses techniques fmm automatic twt analysis and compctitive 
learning to d u c e  Web documents into document vectors, and to cluster the document 
vectors into groups, te~pectively. The simulation of the automatic text analyser success- 
W y  pafsed the documents to a d  the most descriptive words to represent the document 
coiiection. The competitive netwodr simulation uskg Matlab's Neural Network twlbox 
was also successfiil in clustering the original and new document vectors with about 80% 
accuracy. This component aiiowed the agent to leam the types of documents that the user 
was interested in. A limitation in the implementation of this component is that the 
number of categories into which the agent should cluster the documents must be hown in 
advance. The automatic text analysis techaique is a good approach because it allows the 
whole document to be represented by a single vector, rather then using a rneta-form tech- 
nique where only set key words are used. As weU, the pmess of using an unsupe~sed 
competitive network for the agent to cluster the documents &es it more autonomous 
than most other existing information agents. 

The third component again uses basic techniques h m  f k z y  sets to develop a controiler 
which suggests or rejects the new documents that are retrieved. It is based on the agent's 
level of confidence that the retrieved document is usehl for the user (certaintity), the 
number of zesponses that the user wants (Le. low/med/high), and on the type of query (Le. 
ca~u~mportant) .  The simulation of the FIS showed that it is very easy to implement a 
controuer using hizzy logic. The benefit is ihat the design can be implemented using lin- 
guistic terms which are f' easier to employ then equivalent numerical methods. As well, 
ihis appioach gives far more information (ir it does not simply reveal that the document 
is accepted or rejected but rather to what extent) and it allows the controiier to be easily 
modified by changing the characteristics of the hiay sets. 

Is the PAW agent presented in this thesis really an agent? Accordïng to Franklin's defini- 
tion which was stated in Chapter 3, it is indeed an agent and not just a usefbl software 
program. The PAW agent (i) is situateci in and part of the users machine and the Web 
environment, (ii) has the ability to sense what its user is doing aud to act autonomously on 
it by hding new docu~~~nts ,  (iii) is almost independent of the user or other entities for 
supplying it input or interpreting its output (the numbet of categories of documents at this 
stage of developrnent is pmvided extemaiiy), (iv) acts in p d t  of its own agenda which 
is to l e m  the types of documents its user is interested in and to îind new ones, (v) dis- 
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plays muent actions which ai&ct its Iater sensing, which is evident with respect to the 
periodic documnt clustering perfofmed by the cornpetitive network, and (vi) acts contin- 
uously over s o m  perioà of tune as indicated by the reai-tim natahase* 

5.2 Recommendations for Future Work 

There are several ways in which the PAW agent can be impmved or extendecl. The por- 
tion of the software which d t o r s  the user's bmwsing activity shoaid be impiemented 
and tested- As weli, the portion of the sofkware which automatically sends a query to a 
search engine to retrieve potentially new documnts shoald aiso be implemetlted and 
tested- 

For the automatic text analyser component, severai different techniques can be m e r  
pmued. A large$ stop list which is Web-oriented (ie. contains the most common Web 
words) shouid be generated. This wii l  in- the ability of the text analyser to clifferen- 
tiate between Web documents. Perhaps a s u f i  removal algorithm should also be added 
to increase the numkr of stem words that are represented by the documeat vectors. Other 
methods that may improve document identification indude using continuous valued docu- 
ment vectors instead ofbinary to allow different weights to be assigned to the t em ,  other 
term weighting fiinctions could be implemented to determine how they affect the out- 
corne, and extracting visuaily sigoificant features from the documents. 

For the neural document classiner, a certaintity measure should be dehed which indicates 
to the FIS componeot the Ievel of belief that the document is relevant (Le. certahty). The 
cornpetitive learning algorithm can be generaiized, for example to include soft competi- 
tive leaming and seKorganizing maps (Haykins, 1994). This modification allows more 
than one neuron to participate in leaming for each cornpetition. More than one neuron 
updates its weight afkr each input pattern is pcesented. Finaiiy, an accuracy masure 
should be dehed which aiiows the agent to automaticaiiy determine the number of cate- 
gories (clusters) qued without the user supplying this idormation. This would make 
the PAW agent even more autonomous. 



APPEND~X A HCPNS for Relèvant URL 

Conponent 

The figures in this appendix are made reference to in Chapter 3 section 1. 
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FIGURE A.1. Hiemhicai Colored Petri Net MdeL 



FIGURE A.2. Decomposed Petri net for R e d  Filc. 
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FIGURE A.3. Decomposcd PeM net for CalCudote R. 
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FIGURE: AA. D e c o r n ~  Petri nets for a) Muàib PI, b) M i  PZ, 
& c) Md& P3. 
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FIGURE AS. Deeomposed Petri net for W&. 



The figure in this appendix is made reference to in Chapter 3 section 2. 

- - -  - - - -  
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The figures in this appendùc are made reference to in Chapter 3 section 3. 

FIGURE C.1. Block diagmm for FIS. 

. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . 
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FIGURE C3. Membership lu11ctiotls for inputs a) certain@, b) query, c) response, 
& ouput d) action. 
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FIGURE C3. IF-TaElV ~ l e s  for the FIS. 

FIGURE CA. Snapshot of the IF-THEN rules for a) casuaf & b) important queries 
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a) b) 

FIGURE CS.  a) 3D and b) 2D FIS response for QüERY input level of 2. 

FIGURE C.6. a) 3D and b) 2D FIS mponse for QUERY input level of 4. 

-- 
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Funy Inference System Component 

FIGURE C.7. a) 3D and b) 2D FIS response for QüERY input level of 6. 

FIGURE C.8. a) 3D and b) 2D FIS response For QüERY input level of 8. 
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APPENDlX O Scope for Agent 

This appendu emphasize the scope of agent-oriented applications, by suggesting how 
agents be applied to an education system. Agents cm be implemented in most systems to 
enhance performance or reduce information overload To show that agents need not only 
be associated with robots or the Internet, a bnef explaaation on how agents couid benefit 
an education system is proposed in this appendix. This agent system represents students, 
professors, and others involved in a typical education environment with personal student 
or educator agents respectively. The personal student agents leam the best approaches 
and conditions to teach their clients. This aliows the students to leam the prescriiid 
materiai more effectively. The personal educator agents are used to assist the educators in 
teaching the matend more effectively. 

An education system is meant to prepare or enhance the skilis of students for the real 
world One of the motives for education is to prepare for a career. People desire high sal- 
ary jobs with a future. As society moves towards a more technical way of life, the need 
for core knowledge in a speciûc field dong with applied information technology skills are 
becoming essential. 

It seems that tbe need for a good education and the ability to leam and communicate rea- 
sonably m prerequisites for a successfiil caceer in most fields. If this &man& a proper 
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education, is the -nt education system abk to provide us with it? This is a simple 
question to ask but ratber difficolt to accurately measure. 

In rny opinion, the education system is Uiherentiy too large and static to be able to fulfil 
the aeeds of a i l  the students at a @en time. We shouid not expect it to meet everyone's 
needs completely- htead, the education system shouid be designeci so that the majority 
of students benefit from it. Thus, one might attempt to identify how well the education 
system w o h  for different types of students. Identifying these sobgrmps and theh 
respective quality of education mîght help to answer the above question- 

However, even without referring to the quality of education, it is safe to assume that for 
most education systems, there is at least some room for impmvement. These improve- 
ments might be required in both the curricuium and in the methods by which the material 
is being taught. 

The present discussion addresses the second type of irnprovement within the student-edu- 
cator relationship. The main issues in irnproving how the materiai is taught are the ability 
of the educator to teach, the ability of the student to lem. and the student to educator 
ratio. It seems intuitive that a smaller student to educator ratio wodd be more desirable 
because the educator couid better understand the student and pmvide a more personal 
teaching approach. The ideal situation would be a personal tutor for each student This 
however, is not feasible. 
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Figure D. 1 shows the components of a proposed adaptive education agent system which 
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FIGURE D.1. Blork diagram for the adaptive 
education agent system. 

may help to enhance the current education system, It combines the curriculum with input 
h m  students, educators, and industry to improve the learniag and teaching skills. 

D.2 Adaptive Education Agent System 

One method by which to redesign the education system in order for it to perform better 
(Le. provide better education to students, be more responsive to current industry neeàs. 
aiiow informative feedback, and d o w  personaüzation) involves the development of an 
Adaptive Education Agent (MA)  system. This agent system is complementary to tradi- 
tional teaching methods. The fiamewodc for the AEA system is briefly explained in the 
fouowing paragraphs. It is not intended to address al l  of the design issues, but rather to 
motivate an agent-user oriented approach. 

For this discussion, the temi agent is defined to be a software program that assists a user 
by moui to~g events and procedures in order to perform a particular task that has ken  
delegated to it. The associated tenn adaptive implies that the agent is capable of leaming 
from the user through observation. 

Figure D.2 shows the structure of the adaptive education agent system, The= are both 
student and educator agents in this system, which act as personal assistants for their 
clients. They continuously monitor their clients and make suggestions to the education 
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system which help împrove the leamhg or teaching performance. The student agent 
Iearns the habits and capabilities of its client (through testhg) and suggests to the educa- 
tion system how the p r e s c n i  materiai shouid be presented to the individual student so 
that it is most effeccively comprehended. The educaîor agent d t o r s  the performance of 
its client (thtough feedback) and suggests to the education system how the teaching meth- 
ods can be impmved to more effixtively transfer the material to the stadcnts. 

The core education system consists of six compcments: the coume materiai, test material, 
marking procedures. credit assigrunent procedures, feedback, and a student classifier. as 
shown in Figure D I  

Educator Agents Education System Student Agents 

Feedback 

FIGURE D.2. Adaptive Education Agent System. 

Student 3 

The student classser initially looks at the students' profile and categorizes the students 
into tbree groups using characteristics such as past pefiormance, level of education, run- 
ning performance in the course, time spent on the course, individuals expectations of the 
course, students seIf-evaluation, and a general questionnaire to gauge their interests. 
They are separated so that the individual needs of the saidents can be more easily 
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implemented. The three categories represent below average, average, a d  above average 
students. The course material is divideci into leveis which represent review, mdatory, 
and advanced topics. Depending on which category the student is in, the course materiai 
is presented to her in a marner which heips her to leam the materiai most effectively. 
Similady, the test material is aiso divideci and dinerent groups are given dinerent levels of 
tests. In order to be fair to aü students, the muking scheme takes into account the m e r -  
ent levels of tests. The credit assigned to the students depends on their category and their 
performance. In order for the education system to be adaptive, both the educators and stu- 
dents are required to give explicit and implicit feedback 

The education agent system recognizes that not aü stuâents thinL and leam alike. It sepa- 
rates the students and conveys the p r e s c n i  course material accocding to their abilities 
and needs. However, students can change the group that they belong to if they show sig- 
nincant improvement or if theK performance drops. As weU, the system recognizes that 
students who excel or Ieam more fmm the course should be properly recognized which is 
reflected in the credit assignment scheme. While separating the students into groups is 
necessary, it is advisable that this be done privately so that it does not adversely S e c t  the 
students' self confidence. 
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APPENolx E Tmmmy Systim for 
Agents 

This appendix presents some initial thoughts for a taxonomy of agents. New software 
otgaaiS01~ or agents am conthuously being created. One of the fascinating and attractive 
aspects of the agent world is its extraordinary diversity. It seems that almost every possi- 
ble implementation in task, architechire, physiology (composition), and M e  style (behav- 
iour) is being created. In order to malce sense of these diverse agents, it is necessary to 
group similac organisms together and to organize these groups in a nonsverlapping hier- 
archical structure. 

The discussion in this section does not provide a rigid protocol for an agent taxonomy, nor 
does it discuss whether a particuiar software program is an agent or not. Iastead, it sug- 
gests a biological-oriented approach to systematicaüy identq and classi@ agents. 

E.l What is an Agent 'Iàxonomy? 

Agent taxonomy is the science of agent classincation. Synonymous to agent taxonomy is 
agent systematics wwhich is the scientific study of software orgaoisms with the ultimate 
objective of characterizhg and arraaging them into an orderly manner. Agent taxonomy 
can be regarded as the following three processes. 

1. CIsssiBcation: arrangement of software orgauisms into groups baseci on 
mutuai simüarity/evolutionary relatedness. 
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2 Nomenclatpre: assignment of aames to taxoaomic gmups in agreement with 
pubiished Nks. 

s IdentiBfitkii. practical side of taxonomy, the process of determining that a 
particular isolate belongs to a recogaized taxonomy. 

E.2 Mode1 for the Agent Thxonomy 

Scientists f d a r  with rnicrobiology might agree that the fomdation for an agent mon- 
omy could k based on a mimbial taxonomy. Readers Ulfamiliar with this topic rnay 
refer to (Holt, 1984). L mimbiai taxonomy (or biology in general), the most general tax- 
onomic group is the kingdom and the most basic taxonornic group is the species. Ciassifi- 
cation is based on anaiysis of possible evolutionary relationships (phylogenetic 
chamcteristics) or on overall similarity (phenetic classification). Characteristics useful in 
taxonomy (because they reflect the organization and activity of the genome) are: morpho- 
Iogical, physiological, metabolic, genetic, and ecological. 

Initially, most of the above terms and concepts rnay appear to be unrelated to software 
agents. However, many researchers and software developers are currently attempting to 
make software agents behave more Iike biological entities. In which case, a reasonable 
approach to accomplish it, may involve keepiag biological aspects and terminology in 
mind while developing them. 

For instance, characteristics useful in microbiai taxonomy might be reiated to agent taxon- 
omy as follows: 

morphological: structurai features of agents such as intedace type and sue 
physiological: the agent architechue 
metaboiic: what type of information the agent consumes/ptoduces and how it 
processes it 
genetic: the blueprints for the agent which d o w  them to coliaborate with other 
agents and to produce new improved generations of agents 

ecological: the agent environment which influences its life cycle pattern and 
symbiotic relationships 

In preparing a classification scheme, one places the software microorganism within a 
small, homogeneous gioup that is itseIf a member of a larger group in a non-overlapping 
hiera2r:hical arrangement. A catcgory in any rank unites groups in the level below it on 
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the basis of shared properties. As in microbial taxonomy. the folIowhig ranks may be 
employed: species, genus, family, order, class, division, and kingdom. 

An appropriate naming convention might foiiow the binomial system presented by the 
Swedish botanist Cod von Linne. This assigns to each entity a two part name. The h t  
part is capitaked which is th generic n m e  (associateci with the rank it belongs to). Tùe 
second part is lower case which is the specibc name (represents the individual entity). For 
instanceT suppose two software agents were identifieci to belong to the mobile rank then 
they might be namexî Mobilus crawler and MobiIw webkr. I f  laîer on, the Mobilus 
crawler agent was re-impIemented as apersonal agent then its name might be changed to 
Personui crawler htead. Thus the specinc name is stabk while the generic name may 
change. 
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APPENDIX F SOCÙ~ I ~ ~ ~ & Y I s  0 f N ~  

This appendix comments on the social implications of new technology in general. It is 
not suffcient for engineers (inc1uding software developers) to concentrate mcrely on the 
performance of a product. Tbey dso have an obligation to see how that product a f h t s  
the society at large. In this appendix, the issue of computers in the classroom will be 
discussed. This is just one example where engineers/developers should contemplate the 
effect of new technologies on society. 

The discussion is motivated by the documentary Cornputers in the Classmom: Why some 
people an wom*ed wbich was aüed by The National on January 15th. 1997. A brief anai- 
ysis of it is given which reflects why enpineers, developers, policy makers, and society 
should be aware of the social implications of new technologies. 

El Documeatary Overview 

There are basically two types of supporters for computem in the classmom. Both sides 
recognise that computers are a valuable tooi for studeats. So where is the conflict? The 
first group is urgiag for a fast paced approach where their goal is to have a computer on 
each desk. The second group is endorsing a more cautious approach. 
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F.2 Fast Paced Supporters 

These supporters are encooraging education officials to pmhase billions of dollars worth 
of computers and to provide on-iine acoess for smdents that are four years and older. 
Some of theu paraphrased cornments are listed below, 

computers serve the cuuidum needs; they teach students to read, Wnte, and 
think 

students (especidy yomg ones) do not fhd &g computers to be a stniggie, 
in fact they enjoy it very much 
technology shouid not control students, they shouid use it to m a t e  new tech- 
nology 
the Intemet is a good tool because it allows the student to become a producer of 
information, not merely a consumer 
some students can not &ord their own cornputers, so there must be cornputen 
in the classroom (w3.t. high school students) 
an increashg number of jobs in the workforce demand computer literacy 
iearning to use computers is as important as reading 
the Intemet gives students access to a piethora of information: in some cases 
this includes the Iatest material on that subject 
the current education curriculum mut be redesigned to incorporate computers 
and on-line interaction/iearaing 

F3 C ~ ~ O U S  Supporters 

These supporters are for a more consemative approach which introduces computers at di 
grades but does not req- a computer on each de&. They feel bat increasing the 
number of computers at the expense of teachen is not the correct policy. Some of their 
paraphrased comnents are listed below. 

it is costing 4 billion dollars to buy computers for each student in Canada while 
teachers are being cut 
we might prefer better qualified teachers who get paid more 
there are currwtly (in the US) 40% of teachers who are not qualified to teach 
the subject that they are in 
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educators thinlr new technologies are automatic solutions to educate students 
better 
dess  there is moaey to tbrow away, we should not be spending so much 
money in afqiiiring computers 
computers are not neassarily good teachers 
people who spend momy to bard-wire classzoom with computers treat access 
to information as though snidents don't have enough access to information 
alredy 
we have to be able to distinguish between usefui and useless information on the 
Web 

teachers shouid be concentrating on developing fundamental skills such as 
reading, writing, and comprehension which don't always rrquire a computer 

There is no doubt that computers are hexe to stay. Some of the comments by the fast 
paced supporten do indeed hdicate that computers for each student are essential. Other 
comments, however, may or may not lead to a helpful environment for students. Even 
though in some cases students are better educated about cornputen than their teachers, it 
seems that educators are the ones that are pushing for the computers and on-line access in 
the classroom. This lack of education on some of the educators part is creating a stum- 
b h g  block and a hnzy for teachers to j m p  on the lT bandwagon whether they under- 
stand why they are doing it or not. 

On the other hanci, most of the comments by the cautious supporters do substantiate that 
there is no severe urgency to get computers on each desk at the expense of the quality of 
education. Besides, there is no shortage of computers in the schools since there is already 
an 11 to 1 computer to student ratio in Canada. 

Educators, at the time when radio and then TV became widespread thought that these new 
media would help students become better students. However, there is no clear evidence 
that this ever materialized. Computers (including the Intemet) may, in the same way, not 
drasticaily effect the quaüty of education for students. Computers like any other tools 
have to be properly administered to maximize the benefit that they hold. Thus the issue 
goes back to those who will have to teach the students how to use these new powemil 
tools, the teachers. 
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In conclusion, perbaps the important questions to ask are: Whaî is the problem to which 
the aew techn010gy is a solution? If we solve it, what new problems will be ~rieated? 
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